Pages
Design Guidelines

Responsiveness

On the web
On the web Pages display as an overlay. The blocks will always display across the
same 1100px width as the builder. However, the width of the Page’s container will
adapt to the width of your screen’s resolution to a maximum of 1600px. In order to
extend to 1600px max, margins of a maximum of 250px will appear on each side
of your Page. Your Page has an unlimited height. The Page viewer that displays the
Page overlay is semi-transparent beyond 1750px screen’s width.

Tip
If you use add a background image
or colour to a section, it will extend
to the edges of the margins. To the
contrary, a gallery block like any
block, will remain within the original
1100px width of the builder.
More details here

On tablets
Pages are displayed fullscreen on tablets. Likewise, the same logic as the web
applies meaning that if your screen is wider than 1100px, margins of a maximum of
250px will appear on each side of your Page.
Section background and/or images will also extend to the edges of the margins.

On mobile
Page are displayed fullscreen on mobile. But since mobile screens are much
narrower than other devices, blocks are presented one under the other. The blocks
are displayed on top of one another following the original left-to-right order set by
the admin in the builder.

Header

Header

You can create a header (or a footer) easily in your Page. Simply add a
dedicated section and the blocks you need. A gallery block can display a
simple logo and you can use text blocks to create links. Use a spacer to help
you center your elements or create margins (above, below or on the sides).

Hero Banner
You can easily create hero banners.
It can be done in two ways.

Hero with background image
First, create a section in your Page by dragging a block and then enable “Styling”
mode to add a background image or a background colour. The background image
or colour will extend to the edges on all devices creating the hero effect.
You can add text to the hero banner as a section background image by simply
adding a text block in the section. You can arrange the placement of the text block
nicely by using spacers and you can adapt the text colour and highlight from within
the text block.

Tip
If you do not plan to have any text in the
hero banner, add a spacer block to it so
it becomes visible in your Page. Sections
with no block or empty text, gallery or
content blocks are hidden from the final
Page rendering.

For sections, you can use both .jpeg and .png formats. Please note that .png files
with transparent backgrounds or animated gif formats are not supported.
To use background images as hero banners, we
recommend using an image of the following
dimensions:
Recommended minimum width: 1600px
Recommended maximum width: 3200 px

Hero using gallery block
Simply add a gallery block to your Page and add one or up to five images. Your
gallery block will not extend to the edges of your Page if your screen resolution is
superior to 1100px. Your gallery block will remain within the original 1100px width of
the builder.

Tip
The only way to add text to the hero
banner as a gallery block is to include that
text in the image directly prior to upload
by using photomontage software like
Photoshop.

Where to use?
You can use your hero banners anywhere in your Page. Either as a header, a footer
or a divider in between your other sections.
For the gallery block you can use both .jpeg and .png formats. The gallery block
feature does not support either .png with transparent background or animated gif
formats.

To use gallery block images as hero banners we
recommend to use an image of the following
dimensions:
Recommended minimum width: 1100px
Recommended maximum width: 2200 px

Split banner
You can easily create a split banner in your Page. Simply create a section in
your Page and add both a text block and a gallery block, next to each other. The
image(s) contained in the Gallery block will remain within the original 1100px
width of the builder.

Tip
When creating a split banner you can
add a background colour to the text
block. This background colour will
extend to the edges of your Page if your
screen resolution is superior to 1100px.

Where to use?
You can use your split banner anywhere in your Page. Either as a header, a footer
or a divider in between your other sections.

When using gallery blocks as split banners we
recommend to use an image of the following
dimensions:
Recommended minimum width: 800px
Recommended maximum width: 3200px

Hero banner
examples

Tips
•
•
•

•

Avoid busy images with too much detail, so type isn’t
obstructed by the image.
Apply a transparent dark overlay on an image (can be
achieved using photo editing software tools)
For the best results use spacers at the top and the
bottom of your banner to organise your text. (See
example below.)
Use Text background colour to bold the type, or separate
it from a busy background.

Content

Content
You can organise content differently in your Page using the Assets, Pages or
Experiences blocks. You cannot mix different types of content within a block, you
will have to use the dedicated block for each type.
Use tile principle to design your Page. Segment your sections in rows or columns
and mix and match them. Use large blank spaces between layouts and layout
elements to prioritise the focus area for the user (ex. hero banner).

Rows
When using content blocks one under the
other, you will create rows of content.
Columns
When using content blocks next to each
other, you will create columns of content.
Details
You can also mix your content blocks with
a text block to provide additional context
and information about the linked assets.

Content block icons
When adding an icon to your block, you can upload an image (.png, .jpg) with the
following dimensions without any padding.
Recommended size of an icon: 240 x 240 px
If you want the icon to “breathe” more or want the size of the icon to be more in
line with the height of the title, add some margins to your image.

Tip
This feature supports transparent .png
format. Therefore you can use icon with
alpha channel (transparent background)
on images or colored backgrounds.
It is not recommended using icons
without transparency on a section with
background image or a different (from
the icon) color background.

Text Block

Text block
Text blocks does not have character count restrictions; however keep text short
to achieve the best visual representation. It is recommended to have a header
for each topic and limit paragraph to around maximum 400 characters. Keeping
header and body text in the same block is also recommended.

Tip
The text block automatically adjusts
lines’ height so you do not have to add
extra spacing in between paragraphs.

Segment your text in columns using separate text blocks. Currently you can have up
four columns in line. Capitalise your headers to achieve better visual hierarchy.
You can adjust the colour as well as the highlight colour behind text. This is useful
when adding a text block over an image.
You can create links within text and adjust the color. You can use these to create
external links as well as links to internal Showpad assets.

The text block has 4 font sizes to date, we
recommend to use these fonts for the following
type of texts:
Use Huge for hero banners and main page headers
Use Large for headers
Use Normal for body text
Use Small for annotations

Gallery Block

Gallery block
Use the gallery block when you want to add one or more (and up to five) images
on a Page. Using this gallery block, you can create a slideshow — with or without
thumbnails — that automatically transitions into the next image.
Combine the gallery block with a text block next to it to provide some more
context, or use the whole page width to show your gallery. The possibilities are
endless.
It is recommended to use .jpeg format for all pictures and icons. The platform
currently does not support either transparency feature or animated gif formats.

Tip
Don’t forget that you can also add links
and choose the focus point on your
image by clicking on the Edit icon once
the image is uploaded to the block.

Put one or more (gallery) images on your Page by
using the gallery block. You can choose whether
or not to use margins around the images. Keep
in mind that with the gallery block, images won’t
expand beyond the Page maximum of 1100 px.
Do you prefer the image stretching the complete
width of you Page? Consider using a section
background.
Recommended minimum width: 800px
Recommended maximum width: 3200px

Gallery block examples

Tips
•
•

•

•

Avoid busy images with too much detail,
so type isn’t obstructed by the image.
Apply a transparent dark overlay on an
image. (Can be achieved using photo editing
software tools.)
For the best results use spacers at the top and
the bottom of your banner to organise your
text. (See example below.)
Use Text background colour to bold the type,
or separate it from a busy background.

Spacer

Spacer

Tips
•

Use spacers to create breathing spaces between blocks on a Page. You can create
blank space between content and sections or use it to adjust the positioning of a
specific text or gallery block. Using white space evenly makes the content in design
easily scannable and significantly improves legibility. Use same height spacers
(horizontally) to evenly distance sections, text and asset blocks.

•

You can also use spacers to create colourful dividers. To do so, create a new
section and apply the background colour of your choice. Then add a spacer to it
and reduce it’s height to the minimum.

•

•

Use same height blank space spacers
throughout the Page to make design
look neat and well structured
Use spacers between sections to
allow content to breath
Use spacers at the top and the
bottom of your banner to center text
block
By changing spacers background
color you can use them as dividers.
(See example below.)
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